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lThe loss, forever, of a rural landscape currently a haven to wildlife.

lThe permanent loss of night sky with severe light pollution from a site operating 24/7

lThe permanent loss of uniquely quiet area with site operating 24/7

l The lack of clarity about what will come out of an incinerators chimney(s) and its long term health implications 
– the experts always tell you its safe at the beginning!

lIncinerators generate a hazardous waste called Fly Ash. Will this is then moved off site to licensed landfill sites 
for such waste?  By road through local villages?  Or is there then a second development of part of Rookery Pit 
South to become a licensed site for landfill of hazardous waste?  Which then takes in hazardous waste from other 
locations, by road, through our villages?

lIncinerators need feeding to be economically viable.  As Bedfordshire increasingly recycles, where will the 
rubbish come from?  Offering an incinerator has the potential to damage the push for increased recycling – so we 
lose both ways!

lThe lack of community engagement around the proposals and lack of transparency over how Rookery Pit, 
Stewartby and Brogborough (all within 3 miles of each other) came to be favoured sites for the whole of 
Bedfordshire waste management

lThe lack of clarity over whether Bedfordshire’s unitary authorities have an option or not on Rookery Pit

lThe environmental impact with increased traffic to and from the site

lThe natural lorry route will be on/off the new A421 at the Marston Moreteyne junction then travelling to and 
from the site behind the houses and the playing field of the village

lThe new A421 was designed to cope with existing traffic problems and some elements of growth.  The volume 
of lorry and associated traffic for a large scale industrial area will be beyond the capacity of the road

lThe proposals will act as a magnet for the complete industrialisation of Rookery Pit South leading to a major 
industrial site in the heart of a rural setting and village communities

lThe negative impact on a newly created country park

lThe potential scale of the plant importing waste from outside Bedfordshire to achieve maximum efficiency.  
Initially from Buckinghamshire but the M1 link to London will surely be appealing?

l The sheer size of the building 75% of which, according to Covanta, will be above the existing edge of Rookery 
Pit i.e. visible.  This will dominate the skyline and negatively affect the Country Park as the building will be up 
against the railway line right by the footpaths of the Park

lThere will be a 900 vehicle movements per day- arriving and departing between 5am - 11pm

lThe reference to providing surplus heat to NIRAH and the Wixams is questionable as to whether this is 
feasible in terms of distance.  Plus NIRAH may well not happen and the Wixams is many years off and could 
continue to be delayed while the housing market is in a slump

lThe tokenistic fob to local people that they’ll benefit from a small amount of electricity bills

lDespite tokenistic comments of rail connection to the site the use of rail has already been abandoned as too 
costly.  All transportation on / off site will be by lorry

lThere are questions around Covanta’s treatment of staff in its American operations which have been 
documented in British press

lThe proposal is an opportunistic bid caused by the old Bedfordshire County Council’s decision to name the 
site for an incinerator.  It could be anywhere in any country
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